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Editor’s note

T

he Covid-19
pandemic
continues
to devastate
economies around
the world. Almost two
years after we first
heard of this virus,
some societies are still
under lockdown, and
people everywhere
have had to adjust to new ways of working, studying,
socialising, and entertaining themselves. Millions of
people have died worldwide, and unemployment,
inequality and poverty continue to soar.

In South Africa, the management of the pandemic is
threatening the long-term future of the current unit
of students. The harm to their education and mental
wellbeing due to Covid-19 will ripple through the world’s
economies in very real ways far into the future.
These economic losses will once again be more deeply
felt by disadvantaged students. All indications are that
students and learners whose families aren’t able to
support out-of-school learning will face larger learning
losses than their more advantaged peers. This will,
in turn translate into lost educational opportunities
and deeper losses of economic growth. Children
from disadvantaged backgrounds who are faced with
constant school closures without any access to online
education are being left behind and this will lead to an
even more unequal society in the near future.

This is just one of the reasons why it’s essential for all adults
to get vaccinated. Without large-scale vaccinations of the
public we will not see learners back in school full-time,
international tourists on the backs of safari vehicles, and
hospitals at a manageable capacity.
At Eco Children we aim to address the inequalities in the
educational system in our area and would like to urge
everyone to help us fight this fight by getting vaccinated in
order to keep our schools open and ensure our children
have access to safe, quality education.
Let’s be part of the solution and continue to sow seeds of
change in our communities!

CEO Eco Children

KLASERIE Meet the team
CHRONICLE
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The Klaserie Chronicle is published tri-annually by Eco Children
and distributed to KPNR members, as well as Eco Children
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Sub-editor:
Catharina Robbertze

Cecilia is originally from Pretoria
and has a degree in Visual
Communication. This talented
designer has a keen eye for all
things beautiful and sees the
details no-one else does to
produce a beautiful publication.
She is in pursuit of perfection.

Thank You
Eco Children would like to thank
all our sponsors, donors and
supporters for your continued
backing. Your contributions,
however big or small are
invaluable in our mission to sow
seeds of change.
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A magical
oasis

SIMBAVATI AMANI
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Simbavati Amani

A

n oasis awaits beyond the grand entrance at Simbavati Amani. Where the statuesque slate pillars shoulder a
broad glass door and a glowing wood-charm chandelier invites you into the entryway, setting the tone for a
homey stay in Africa.

There’s a sense of calm and quiet under the high ceilings, and a welcoming atmosphere of comfort. Subtle
aromas swirl from the Swazi grass mats underfoot and the thatched roof overhead. A sandstone and khaki colour
palette captures the eye, offset by accents of blue, teal, and turquoise, evoking a feeling of serenity and simplicity.
Above all, Amani offers a space for a family to settle in and be at home.
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colour scheme, these pieces are at home here. Smooth
stones, bark chips, seeds and shells are used in table
top décor to add texture and detail and continuously
remind of nature.
Details are brought into focus in each bedroom, where
light and greenery from the garden come pouring in
through the generous windows. Framed paintings of
intricate African scenes feature an interest in butterflies
and birds in watercolour, while the cushions are
adorned with Kingfishers, Bee-eaters, and Weavers.
Feature tilework in the en-suite bathrooms, patterned
rugs, and elements of stonework, woodwork and
wickerwork lace the theme of nature throughout.
But where Amani really blooms is outdoors. In the
garden, shaded by mature leafy greens, grass grows
underfoot and birds weave between canopies. The
outdoor space is a manicured version of the wild bush
beyond the perimeter, where nyala, giraffe, elephant
and impala gather to drink from the waterhole in full
view of your poolside lounger.
Wooden boardwalks lead from the house to the pavilion
where a swimming pool reflects the trees above it and
umbrellas splash shade across the deck. Cushioned
recliners gaze over the pool offering a view of the

ADVERTORIAL

seasonal riverbed and the animal pathways that lead
to their drinking spot. A solid timber dining table with
high-backed wicker chairs awaits in the dappled shade,
and across the wooden deck is a sunken fire pit where
evening gatherings take place. There’s a peaceful, cosy
nook offering a comfortable corner in which to retreat
with a book and let the intoxicating midday safari
snooze carry you away.
What’s most magical about Amani is that there are
enough shared spaces to bring people together in the
ambience of Africa – around a fire, beside a pool, in a
kitchen, or at a dining table. But there are little places to
find silence and solitude, to practice yoga or listen to the
birdsong, to let the regenerative powers of nature seep
in to your skin.
Beyond the Big Five offering of game drives, animal
encounters, early morning wake-ups and the teachings
of masterful safari guides, there is the irreplaceable
value of being together. Loved ones gathered in a place
to call your own, switched off yet tuned in, with time
on your side and the space to let conversations flow,
laughter erupt, and memories set their place in stone.

This four-bedroomed villa is centred around
a hub of togetherness. Each of the four suites
leads off the living room and lounge to their
own private sanctuaries. At the heart of this
home is an open-plan kitchen and breakfast
bar offering all-day access to snacks and
drinks. The upstairs loft overlooking it all is a
space to find a quiet couch and curl up.
Signature African art brings the space to life.
Animal carvings, sculpted vases, beadwork,
and woven bowls are placed, poised and hung
to showcase the masterful handiwork of local
artists. Muted and blending into the subtle
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CHRISTMAS, EASTER AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

My amazing Klaserie
childhood
PART 3

Words and photos Debbie Harrison [née Leibnitz]

Debbie was born a Leibnitz – daughter of Jenny and former Klaserie Warden, Erwin Leibnitz. She
spent her childhood in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR), from 1974 when she was just
to six months old. Her early experiences of life in the bush became the ingredients for a number
of stories that added to her father’s book, Living on the Wild Side. For 22 years, Debbie and her
sister shared the delightful experiences of having wild animals in their home and letting their
imaginations run with the wind. Today, Debbie Harrison is married to her chiropractor husband,
Mike, and lives in Cape Town where she owns Deep Blue Media, a sports management and
television production company. We are overjoyed that we could contact Debbie and are thrilled to
share a series of her Klaserie childhood stories, written from memory.
The Klaserie Shop
The KPNR shop was the storage room for the monthly
ration shopping that mom would do on behalf of the
reserve for all the camp and gate guards. One massive
shopping trip was done in Nelspruit in the early years
before it moved to Tzaneen once we started school there.
Just before month-end, bags of mealie-meal, cans of
baked beans, bully beef and other items would be packed
into packets. In the final week of every month, dad would
deliver all these items at the Klaserie gates, pickets, and
field ranger stations, along with an impala that he had
shot as rations for each of the camps.
The shooting of rations in those days was done by dad,
assisted by his field ranger, Sergeant Rocket Mathebula,
together with Corporals Phillip Mathebula and Wilson
Ngomane. Most of the ration-shooting was done at night
in order to cause the minimum amount of disturbance
to herds of game. They would go out to shoot a specified

number of impala and deliver them to the various camps
immediately.
I joined them on a few occasions, but my initial
introduction to hunting was a bit hair-raising. Being a
child, and a girl at that, I obviously didn’t like the fact
that they had to shoot the ‘Bambies’ and seeing them
all on the back of the truck was quite traumatic for me.
Especially as dad’s dog, Jess would stand on them and
protect them – as she did so, the air from their little lungs
would be expelled and they would “bleat.” In my mind,
they were still alive, so I screamed and cried and shouted
at dad for being so cruel. One day he calmly asked me
in his ever-so-rational voice: “Debbie, do you like eating
biltong?” When I obviously replied with a big, positive “Oh
yes, Daddy” he said: “Well suck it up, that’s your biltong
in the back of the bakkie.” Needless to say, I shut up and,
when we got home, I got my first lesson on how an impala
was skinned and turned into biltong.
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Bush festivities
The shop was also the focal point of the annual Father
Christmas gathering for the local kids. The reserve
packaged some treats and some of the members in camp
who wished to participate brought their kids along and
donated presents to be handed out. Dad was suitably
dressed in a completely unseasonal plastic Father
Christmas suit. Because of the immense December
heat and humidity, one could clearly see the little rivers
of sweat dripping down from his face and even out the
sleeves of the suit.
One particular year, the sons of Piet and Joanie Lombard,
warden of Timbavati, came to join the celebrations.
When handing out a present to one of the boys, Gerhard,
Father Christmas asked: “En waar bly jy, seun?” (Where do
you live, son?) Gerhard promptly replied: “Diep in die bos,
Oom!” (Deep in the bush, Uncle!)
Festivities ranged from Christmases to birthday parties in
dry river beds. There were strange competitions, like the
one to see who could collect the most animal dung or the
test to see who could identify as many different animal
spoor as possible close to the birthday cake table.
Klaserie gave us all a host of memories. Easter egg
hunting was always a very special event as there was
the very real chance of spotting your very own Easter
bunny en-route to your house to deliver your eggs. Easter
Sunday started off by going for a game drive to find the
bunny. Mom would strategically stay at home and by the
time we got back, the bunny had already come and gone
and left magic tracks all over the verandah – which my
mom had made by rubbing four fingers in some mud and

Erwin dressed up as Father Christmas
in the Lowveld summer.
010 Spring 2021
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Erwin skinning an impala – a lesson in
where biltong came from.
then by putting her fingers together.
One year, we drove all the way to Matamani, the Crookes’
camp, for Easter Sunday. We then went for a game drive
before being allowed to hunt for the chocolate eggs.
Needless to say, by the time we found the eggs, they were
melted and covered with hundreds of ants enjoying the
surprise feast.

Erwin, his two daughters Michelle and
Deb, and their dog, Jess, in the riverbed.
Spring 2021
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Land Rover

ON SAFARI
Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Sabrina Chielens
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T

he 19th of August was an exciting day in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR), as we welcomed our new
sponsors from Jaguar Land Rover Waterford at the Klaserie River. Even the elephants rose to the occasion and
oversaw the handover of our brand-new Land Rover Discovery Sport to Warden, Colin Rowles.

In true safari fashion, we gave the new wheels a run in the riverbed in the esteemed company of KPNR
Chairman, Deon Huysamer, head of marketing, Derek Macaskill, and Jaguar Land Rover Waterford Dealer Principal,
Darryl Harper. Harper also handed over a cheque of R100,000 – a generous contribution towards the KPNR's Rhino
Fund.
We toasted to this new partnership with a glass of sparkling wine and some droëwors back at KPNR headquarters,
and looked ahead to the future with our new partners. Huysamer shared a few words of appreciation: “I hope this new
partnership bears much fruit for both parties over the years to come. I really do believe that the Klaserie brand and
the Jaguar Land Rover Waterford brand complement each other in that they are of a super-premium and aspirational
nature. Thank you very much for the wonderful sponsorship of the use of this fantastic vehicle, I have no doubt Colin
will enjoy many luxurious hours driving it around the reserve.”
He continued: “The KPNR Exco is also very appreciative of your generous
donation to the Klaserie Rhino Fund. I know you will be spending a great deal of
time working with Derek and the marketing sub-committee. Please know that you
guys are always very welcome in the reserve as our friends and partners.”
We are delighted to further our collaboration with Jaguar Land Rover Waterford
and benefit from the excellence and generosity of this brand in our combined
effort to conserve the biodiversity of the reserve. An enormous thank you to Darryl
and his team for the support and for prioritising wildlife conservation.

WATERFORD
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KPNR

Dehorns all rhino
SECOND OPERATION OF ITS KIND IN THE RESERVE
Words Colin Rowles | Photos Marlon du Toit

I

n another well-coordinated operation,
the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR) dehorned all its rhino in an
extensive project over nine days. This
initiative was funded and co-ordinated
by the non-profit organisation Nkombe
Rhino, who have supported various
operations throughout the Greater Kruger
region and other rhino regions in South
Africa.
The world renowned KPNR is one of the
largest privately-owned nature reserves
in South Africa, covering some 60,000
hectares. It’s centrally located within
the Greater Limpopo Transfrontier
Conservation Area (GLTFCA) and
contiguous with the Kruger National
Park and other conservation areas. The
reserve’s primary objective is to conserve
a wide diversity of animal species and
their habitats for the benefit of future
generations, with a particular focus on
the conservation of black and white rhino
populations.
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The change of landscape over the last
decade of rhino protection has escalated
from a portion of attention needed by
reserve management, to para-military
operations. With some of the most
successful methods being foot patrols,
informant involvements, canine units, the
application of detection technology, aerial
patrols and dehorning.
The KPNR is located in one of the areas
hardest hit by rhino poaching in the
world, and the successful dehorning of
their rhino population will give the rhino
a fighting chance for survival, as the
pressures on remaining numbers persist.
Rhino dehorning have proven to be a
very effective tool in the ever-changing
toolbox of counter poaching efforts.
The dehorning of a rhino is a painless
procedure, similar to humans clipping
their fingernails, as both are made up of
comparable keratin-based materials. As
a result of the ongoing poaching issue,
dehorning is a necessary precaution we
need to take in order to save this species.

Rhino is first located by a
team in the air and sedated
by the vet from a helicopter.
After this, a ground crew
stabilises the animal, before
safely and responsibly
removing the horn with a
power saw. The vet measures
8-10 cm above the base of
the horn, ensuring they don’t
cut into the “nail bed” or close
to nerves. The remaining horn
is then smoothed over with a
grinder and the animal is back

016 Spring 2021

on its feet within 20 to 25
minutes.
This event in April was
another pioneering step in
a direction where NPOs and
reserves can unite towards
a common goal. A special
thank you goes to the KPNR
staff and the Nkombe Rhino
conservation teams for their
dedicated, ongoing work
ensuring the safeguarding of
another population of rhinos.

An integral part of these
projects is the media that
goes out, educating the
general public and sharing
the plight of endangered
species. To Nkombe Rhino
partners, Marlon du Toit and
Matthew Uys, thank you, your
contribution to conservation
is vital in typifying the
efforts taking place to save
endangered species.

Spring 2021
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A regular day
The call came crackling through the
headset as we headed at high speed
towards treetops in the helicopter,
just after dawn on the fifth day of
capture. It was the spotter pilot,
Bruce, in the fixed wing aircraft, Papa
Lima Sierra: “We have three rhinos,
looks like black rhino.”
Bruce provided his location and
Gerry, the chopper pilot, banked
the machine hard with rotor blades
slapping, forcing me into my seat on
the turn, the roaring machine rolled
out and headed in the direction I was
pointing.
Little did the three of us on board
know what was in store for us. Doctor
Pete Rogers in the rear seat, Gerry
behind the stick, and me holding on
tightly as we sped towards Bruce’s
location with the mosaic of green and
brown Africa flashing past below us.
The mission was quite simple and
straightforward, capture and dehorn
– sounds simple enough. We’d
captured and dehorned 40 rhinos
during the past few days.
Bruce guided us in as he circled
high above us. “On my right wingtip
now,” came the instruction as we
scanned the bush below. Then we
saw them, three magnificent black
rhinos: a bull, an adult cow and
her subadult calf close behind her.
With their heads held high and
rounded ears poised forward, they
crashed and weaved through the
bush below.
Darts in
With darts prepared, Gerry
dropped in on them, placing Pete
in a position to plant his first
dart. “Darts in,” was the message
transmitted via radio to the waiting
ground team, as Gerry pulled
out and gained altitude. While
Bruce kept an eye on the fleeing
cow and calf, the darted bull
thundered onwards, swinging his
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head violently, sending shattered and
splintered shrubbery in all directions
in protest of our invasion of his
privacy.
Soon, the dart cocktail took effect,
slowing the thundering giant to a trot
and an eventual standstill. He swayed
a little and toppled over.
The first ground team was notified
that it was safe for them to approach.
After a quick orientation, Gerry
dropped the nose of the helicopter
and launched after the running
cow and calf. Swooping in low, Pete
darted the cow and her trailing calf
almost simultaneously as we passed
over the fleeing rhinos. Dart in, we
climbed and banked to observe the
running rhinos from a distance.
The cow showed signs of slowing
down, staggered, stopped, swayed
a little and went down. The calf ran
on alone and at a galop, crashed
through the bush, running blindly.
We stooped low with the helicopter

“ He stumbled
down the
riverbank in a
cloud of dust,
crashed through
the reed bed and
plunged into
the crocodileinfested main
stream before
disappearing
under the
water.”
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and attempted to force him to
a stop by cutting him off, but he
kept running, almost bumping
the helicopter skids as he passed
beneath us.
Running wild
As the distance between him and
the cow increased, I saw a seasonal
mud pan filled with water directly
in his path, he ploughed through
the muddy water and headed
for the Klaserie River with the
helicopter overhead and Gerry
trying desperately to stop him. He
stumbled down the riverbank in
a cloud of dust, crashed through
the reed bed and plunged into the
crocodile-infested main stream
before disappearing under the water.
Realising the danger of the rhino
drowning, Gerry found an opening
on the riverbank and landed. Pete
and I dived out of the helicopter and
plunged into the water. The pool
was too deep to stand upright so
we swam across to the opposite
bank where the terrified rhino
was desperately trying to clamber
out of the pool against a steep
embankment, disappearing under
the water from time to time.
The rescue
I managed to grab him by his ears
from behind and held his head
above water, him and I taking turns
to breathe. With the help of Pete and
Gerry, and while Bruce circled in the
sky above us, we turned him around,
swum him back across the river and
pushed him out and onto some
rocks. Still protesting, he swung his
head violently, connecting Gerry
who fell backwards onto the rocks,
splitting his elbow, which was later
stitched up by one of the vets.
The rocks, wet and slippery, provided
little traction underfoot and while
pushing him up the slope away from
the water he fell backwards onto
me, pinning me to the rocks. As I

RHINO CALF

CHAOS
Words and photos Colin Rowles

Gerry McDonald lands the helicopter next to the Klaserie River where Colin Rowles and Dr Peter
Rogers dived in to save the black rhino calf from drowning.
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Dr Peter Rogers, warden Colin Rowles,
and helicopter pilot Gerry McDonald
relieved after their ordeal saving the
black rhino calf from the river.

Black rhino mother and calf
finally reunited after the ordeal.

“ With an
abrupt snort
and a cloud of
dust the two
disappeared
into a dense
thicket.”

impacted with the rocks, a
loud crack was heard and for
a moment I thought my legs
had broken under his weight.
Fortunately, I felt no pain and
realised that I could still move
my feet.
Gerry shouted: “He’s fallen
on Colin!” Pete quickly joined
him and, with superhuman
strength, they managed to
push the rhino off me and
down my legs, until only my
feet were pinned. With a last
shove, my feet were freed,
and I pulled myself out from
beneath him.

The drugs finally take effect once the rhino calf
has been dragged and pushed out of the river.
020 Spring 2021

Exhausted, the three of us lay
on top of the young bull while
the drug finally took effect.
While we contemplated our
next move, a ground team
made their way through the
reeds towards us, directed
by Bruce on the radio who
remained circling above.

Without any roads close by,
and the need for us to get
the sleeping rhino back to his
mother, a drug cocktail was
prepared by Pete to partially
reverse the anaesthetic
sufficiently and get him back
on his feet.

EXCELLENT GAME VIEWING

A happy ending
On his feet and with one rope
around his nose and another
around a hind leg, the ground
team walked him back,
pushing and shoving through
the river and up the opposite
bank. There, with much effort,
we lifted him onto the back of
a Land Cruiser and drove him
back to where the cow lay
asleep, oblivious to what her
calf had been up to.
We placed him on the ground
alongside the cow. Once
everyone was a safe distance
away, the antidote was
administered. With an abrupt
snort and a cloud of dust the
two disappeared into a dense
thicket.
I am extremely grateful that
we were able to land the
helicopter close to the river,
and that we could respond to
him as quickly as we did, for
had this not been possible,
the young black rhino may
well have tragically drowned.

POOL WITH A VIEW

ULTIMATE SAFARI RETREAT
NOW UP TO 70% LESS

The reduced number of international travellers presents a fantastic
opportunity for you to enjoy world-class luxury safari accommodation, at a
fraction of the normal international rates. Choose from pavilion-style luxury
tents, pool suites, and family chalets at the Simbavati safari properties: River
Lodge, Hilltop Lodge, Trails Camp, Amani, Camp George & Homestead, and
enjoy relaxation, adventure activities, and fantastic game viewing.

LUXURY SUITES

Trails Camp
River Lodge & Camp George
Hilltop Lodge
Amani Private Villa
Homestead Private Villa

We love to treat you. Save on your next safari getaway with our EVER-ON special offers:
HONEYMOON | PAY 3 & STAY 4 | COMBO SPECIAL OFFER
Call | 087 151 4520
e-mail | info@simbavati.com
Visit | www.simbavati.com
Subject to availability at time of booking based on rooms allocated for the promotion | Offer applies exclusively to SADC residents
These specials are not applicable to group bookings, existing reservations, or in conjunction with other offers.

July - Sept

May - June

R1,600
R2,900
R3,500
R20,300
R16,000

from
from
from
from
from

R1,600
R2,900
R4,500
R20,300
R16,000

Prices are quoted p/person sharing p/night
and on sole use for the Private Villas
Includes all meals & activities
*Homestead is quoted on a self-catering basis
& includes 2 game activities for 10 guests
Valid till 30 Sept 2021
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W

e had the privilege testing out Baroudeur Rhino eBikes in the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve (KPNR) and I am delighted to report that these
bikes are fit for use by our field rangers.

Our rangers put the bikes through their paces in various landscapes,
ranging from standard boundary detection patrols, cross-country patrols and rough,
rocky, sandy and muddy terrain next to the Olifants River in the northern region of the
reserve. Our rangers were able to conduct their patrols on the bikes in their areas of
responsibility, or just use them as a mode of transport to and from their patrol areas.
It was a joy to ride these bikes and be able to cover large distances with minimal effort,
resulting in lower day-to-day running costs.
The e-bikes have five speed levels to choose from and the derailleur is a seven-speed
Shimano Acera. They have a strong and durable frame and the overall weight of the bike
is 28 kg. The carrying capacity is 130 kg, which makes them suitable for rangers on patrol
with all their required equipment, including a firearm.
Rangers received further training for a quick dismount and unslinging of the rifle in case
of emergencies. It also has a user-friendly LCD display which the rider can use to access
various functions including the power switch, battery capacity indicator, speed and
range.
The bikes have a range of 40-65 km, depending on the terrain, and recharging the
batteries takes four hours. The maximum speed is 32km/h and the bikes run quietly
during operation, so the rangers can maintain the element of surprise as they move
through the landscape. Rangers can also hear gun shots much clearer without the noise
of an engine, which is an added advantage.
The e-bikes are low maintenance, which makes them ideal
for use in far-to-reach places like ranger pickets situated far
from the KPNR HQ. We only sustained two punctures during
our trial period and it was a quick and easy fix; however, I
can confirm that the bikes' tyres will be upgraded to a more
rugged and durable tyre.

CYCLING

rangers
Words and photos Willem Pretorius
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This is a good alternative to have, especially in these difficult
economic times as we’ll save money ordinarily spent on
vehicle maintenance, services, and fuel, oils and lubricants.
They are eco-friendly, more efficient and will help keep our
staff fit for duty.
Animals in general are not bothered by the bikes, however
any person driving through a Big Five area should always be
alert and aware of their surroundings and be on the lookout
for possible threats. As always, respect all wild animals. The
Baroudeur Rhino eBikes are ideal for family outings and
will be a great addition to outdoor enthusiasts, especially in
Hoedspruit and surrounding areas. It is also a good fit for
some of our local lodges, and offer an exciting activity for
guests to enjoy, keeping safety in mind, of course.

I would like to thank Blyde Bikes, and in particular Tom
Vorster, for arranging the e-bikes and allowing us to
test them thoroughly. For enquiries, please contact Tom
at 084 857 0348 or bikes@blydebikes.co.za.
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nvasive alien species are plants, animals, pathogens,
or other organisms that are non-native to an
ecosystem, and which may cause economic or
environmental harm or adversely affect human health.
They impact adversely upon biodiversity, including decline
or elimination of native species, through competition,
predation, or transmission of pathogens, and the
disruption of local ecosystems and ecosystem functions.
In the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR), a
proclaimed protected conservation area where
biodiversity conservation is key, two prominent examples
of invasive alien plants are two that you might not
recognise as being out of place.
Prickly pear
The first, Opuntia ficus-indica, commonly known as prickly
pear, is a plant that you are most likely already aware
of. Prickly pears are in fact native to central Mexico and
have been introduced into many countries for use as
an ornamental plant, a fodder plant, a hedge plant and
as a source of edible fruit. It is this edible fruit which
serves as an excellent means of dispersal. Through
baboons, browsers such as kudu, and even birds, this
plant has been able to reach even the remotest areas of
the reserve. Being a member of the Opuntia family also
enables this hardy plant to root and grow from even the
smallest fallen leaf-pad, making eradication extremely
difficult and best left to professionals.

Alien
invasion
Words and photos Rebecca Rowles
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Prickly pear is a rapid invader of natural vegetation,
which it overcomes and replaces. Once infestations have
developed, there remains little natural vegetation to
support grazing animals and passage through infected
veld becomes restricted. During the fruiting season the
minute spines on the fruits can be highly irritative and can
result in animals being unable to feed.
In terms of proclamation, according to the Weeds
Act, prickly pear, as well as all other Opuntia spp., is
proclaimed a noxious weed throughout the Republic of
South Africa.
Queen of the night
The second plant is one that you might not be as aware
of. Cereus Peruvianus, commonly known as a Queen of
the Night, might be hiding in your garden right now. This
cactus finds its origin in South America and is believed
to have been transported to South Africa as both an
ornamental and a barrier plant. Its presence in the KPNR
is attributed to its ornamental value as it is most often
observed to be on locations of historic habitation, having

CONSERVATION

Alien Invaders
Alien plants, beauty that can
kill,

Indigenous plants, beauty that
must be saved.
The plant invaders advance
remorselessly
Across the South African
countryside,

Choking rivers, dams and
irrigation channels;

Starving our indigenous flora of
water, light and air;
It is in our own interest,
And the interest of our
descendants,

To deal with this problem now.
From the book, Plant Invaders, published
by the Cape Department of Nature and
Environmental conservation

been planted in long forgotten and abandoned
gardens. Queen of the Night is also found in the
veld, growing under and among trees and can
reach heights of up to seven feet tall. It is known
to replace indigenous vegetation and prevents
animals from finding food and shade. Like the
prickly pear, chopped or broken branches can
take root and form new plants, making eradication
a tricky task. Pieces should not be carted away
and discarded, as this is one of the most common
ways in which new infestations begin. Another
factor worthy of mention is their resemblance to
our indigenous Candelabra Euphorbia, for which
they are often mistaken.
Spring 2021
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Cereus Peruvianus was proclaimed a noxious
weed in 1982. Every effort should be made
to eradicate this plant, both on farms and in
gardens.

CONSERVATION

Klaserie Nature Reserve.
Treated Opuntia infestations.

Legend
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Simply chopping down both these plants is
not a viable means of eradication. How then,
do we combat these highly adaptive invaders?
Over the years, many methods have been
tested – biological control using cochineal
insects being one such method. Cochineal
insects cause the collapse of the prickly pear
leaf pads, and an infested plant will quickly die
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and an alternative was found.
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Airborne Surface Disinfection

Rapid Diagnostics & PPE

Water Hygiene and
Legionella Protection

Vovani Health is at the forefront of improving and providing hygiene
and disinfection services and products in South Africa and the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa

For I will restore HEALTH to you,
and your wounds I will HEAL,
declares the Lord. Jeremiah 30:17

HEALTH

For more information call +27 (0) 10 140 3773 or visit:

www.vovanihealth.co.za

A commitment to Community and Excellence
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WILD RESPONSE EXPEDITIONS

Ex-US Military
visits Africa
on Foot

Words and photos Rogan Kerr
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ne of the most enriching
aspects of working in the
Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve (KPNR) is the myriad of
people from across the globe who come
to visit this incredible wilderness. This
month, Africa on Foot had the pleasure
of hosting a group of ex-United States
military personnel and their families, who
were taking part in the “Wild Response
Expeditions” tour.
Wild Response exists to provide support to
conservation efforts that are taking place
on the ground. The Greater Kruger, being
an anti-poaching battlefront, has become
the perfect place for Wild Response
founder, Kevin Garrad to set up his home

base. Kevin conceptualised the idea
of this tour, having faced many mental
health issues after leaving the military.
He wanted to create an experience
that would give ex-military like himself
the space to feel camaraderie and
adrenaline again, while learning about
African conservation efforts and actively
contributing to their improvement.

“ An experience that would give
ex-military… the space to feel
camaraderie and adrenaline
again, while learning about
African conservation efforts and
actively contributing to their
improvement.”
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What better place to become immersed
in the wonders of the wild than the
Klaserie! The safari experience at Africa
on Foot formed the basis of the tour’s
education – introducing them to the flora
and fauna of the Lowveld and the species
that are taking strain. During game drives,
tour members had many encounters
with members of the Big Five, including
some very interesting lion behaviour and
several unbelievable experiences with
the huge herd of breeding elephants that
were hanging around the property.

Spring 2021
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The camp also hosted some prominent
guest speakers who came to teach the
group about various aspects of wildlife
conservation. Head of Klaserie Security,
Willem Pretorius, was the first to talk,
explaining the history of conservation
in the area, some of the challenges and
successes they’ve had over the years, as
well as introducing the tour members to
some of the latest technologies utilised
by KPNR in their anti-poaching efforts.
Jana Meyer of Hope for Wildlife Helicopter
Services, also explained how aerial
assistance can increase the success of the
teams on the ground.
Tristan and Johan from the Colin Patrick
Training Institute and Southern African
Wildlife College spent an afternoon with
the tour members, teaching them some
basic human tracking skills, and how
to detect anti-tracking measures that
poachers might use in the field. They
then brought out their K9 counterparts
and put on an amazing show, displaying
the incredible contraband detection and
suspect suppression that the talented
dogs are capable of.
The tour members were fascinated with
the paramilitary operations involved
around the conservation front of the
Greater Kruger, but it was their own
wilderness experiences that truly blew
them away. They didn’t even have to leave
the camp for some these! The breeding
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herd of elephants visited the Africa on Foot swimming pool several times
during their stay, providing our guests with some very intimate but safe
moments with the thirsty herd.
A morning walk from Africa on Foot camp with seasoned tracker
and guide, Isaak Nkuna, proved to be one of the highlights for many
members of the group – learning the basic skills of animal tracking and
spending time on foot with members of the Big Five forged some very
special memories that won’t be forgotten any time soon.
We were sad to say goodbye to our ex-military guests but can’t wait to
host the next Wild Response Expeditions tour at Africa on Foot.
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Range expansion

&

PROS

Range expansion is the acquiring of land adjacent to existing
elephant range, allowing elephants to move of their own
volition.
Perhaps one of the last large remaining patches of land that
could still be zoned for conservation is the Limpopo National
Park (LNP), along the Kruger National Park’s (KNP) eastern
boundary. There was a common perception that once the
game-proof fence between Kruger and LNP was removed,
elephants would immediately move off into Mozambique,
alleviating the need to limit the population in the KNP. But
studies of elephant movement in Kruger have revealed that
they show a remarkable degree of fidelity to their home
ranges.

CONS

Factors which may be expected to stimulate movements,
such as rainfall in nearby areas and culling, have little effect
on their movements except within their respective home
ranges. They may be induced to move to other parts of their
home range, but they do not easily leave these well-defined
areas. The old matriarchs know the area well. They know
where water will be found in the dry season and where food
availability may be best, information and experience that they
have built up over their long lifetimes.

Insights into the Elephant Management Dilemma: Part 4
Words Dr Ian Whyte: A summarised extract from his book, Living the Wild Life

After the proclamation of LNP, 25 elephants were
translocated into the new park. All of these animals returned
to Kruger and made their way back to their original home
ranges. This illustrated that translocation over a relatively
short distance will not be successful unless the elephants are
prevented from returning to their original home ranges by
very robust, intact, and well-maintained fences.

Darting elephants for contraception.

In extracts from his latest book, Dr Ian Whyte discusses the pros
and cons of different non-lethal methods for managing Kruger’s
elephant population. This is part four of a series in which we learn
from Dr Whyte’s 50 years of exposure to elephant management,
elephant ecology, and the impact they can have on environments.
A chapter he aptly refers to as the “headaches and heartaches” of
the elephant management dilemma.
032 Spring 2021

© Brandon Gouveris

“ In spite of an increase of
50% in the size of Kruger, the
overall density of elephant will
considerably exceed current
levels in just 10 years.”

However, more recently, three sections of the eastern
boundary fence between the Limpopo and Olifants rivers
were removed to allow for natural recolonisation of game in
this new transfrontier conservation area, and elephants did
gradually begin to expand their ranges. A problem with simply
creating gaps in a fence is that only the animals whose home
ranges border on the fence will even be aware that a gap has
been created. The vast majority of Kruger’s elephants will not
even know that there is a fence there, or that that there is
now an opportunity to expand their home ranges to the east.
[In 2006] the elephant population of Kruger was shown
to be increasing at about 6.5% per year (Chapter 11). This
means that the population will double every 10 to 12 years.
This means that in spite of an increase of 50% in the size
of Kruger, the overall density of elephant will considerably
exceed current levels in just 10 years. Additions to reserves
offers only a very short-term solution.
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Translocation
The technology and equipment [required for
translocation] have now been developed so that whole
families can be moved together. Splitting of families
does not occur, and it has the additional advantage of
establishing other elephant populations elsewhere. In
southern Africa today, however, a saturation point has
almost been reached.
Translocations are very expensive and ultimately the
areas acquiring excess elephants will one day be faced
with exactly the same dilemmas – the problems are
merely transferred. Translocations are therefore still not
the ideal solution.
They provide temporary respite, but in a population as
large as Kruger’s, translocations cannot be conducted
at a rate fast enough to reduce numbers, and there are
currently no reserves still requiring elephants.
Contraception
Contraception is the third non-lethal option. Two methods
have received attention so far, the first being through
hormonal control using oestrogens (which was terminated
in Kruger on humane grounds). The other approach
achieves contraception through Porcine Zona Pellucida
(pZP) vaccination of adult elephant females.
The vaccine stimulates the animal's immune system to
produce antibodies which bind to the outer membrane
of the elephant cow's egg cells and prevents penetration
of sperm. This method has no hormonal or behavioural
consequences.

CONSERVATION

where it will stabilise numerically. At this point, the
population would have achieved what is known as a stable
age structure and a decline of the population growth
rate to zero. For a population’s growth rate to decline to
zero, the number of deaths must equal the number of
births. For this to happen, either the number of births
must decline, or else a significant number of younger
animals must die. Over time, this structure would remain
largely unaltered, giving rise to the concept of a stable age
structure.
There are no epidemic diseases known to affect elephants
and predation is negligible. Lowered fecundity rates and
increased mortality of juveniles, therefore, implies that the
individuals in the population would have to be severely
stressed nutritionally. [However] elephants are extremely
successful and efficient foragers, capable of exploiting
nearly all parts of both grass and woody plants, and for
them to reach a state where they are not in condition to
breed or where they may die from food deprivation, the
habitats upon which they rely would have been reduced
to a severely degraded state.
The question left for the manager is whether they can
risk allowing the elephant population to increase until
a possible stable age structure and zero growth rate in
the population is achieved, or whether they can accept
responsibility for the consequent biodiversity losses from
the habitats they have been charged with conserving.
© Dr Michelle Henley

YOUR PARTNER IN WATER
TREATMENT PRODUCTS &
SOLUTIONS
Vovani Water can assist with the best
possible water treatment solution for
your farm, lodge or establishment.

Agridx®
Agridx® is a
biodegradable
disinfectant specifically
formulated for use in
agriculture.

But while this technique is ethically acceptable, the
logistics of a contraception programme in an area the size
of Kruger with a current population of 30,000 elephants,
will render this method unfeasible.
Computer modelling has shown that to stabilise an
elephant population, approximately 70% of all breeding
females have to be under treatment at any one time. In
Kruger, this currently equates to about 8,500 females.
Treated females require a booster dose after about
six weeks, and annually thereafter. Currently the
technology will give a contraceptive effect for up to
about 2.5 years. However, to locate and identify treated
females when boosters are due render the method
logistically unfeasible, and the expense would certainly be
prohibitive.

Need good quality
water for your
animals, crops or
guests?

Elephant loaded for translocation.
© Dr Ian Whyte

- shoe/foot decontamination
baths
- specialised targeted microbe
control
- hard surface disinfectant
- disinfection of equipment &
production areas
- disinfection of crates,
conveyors & loadbodies

Gravity Fed Water
Treatment Systems
- removes all bacteria and
viruses
- latest technology
- easy to install and operate

You crown the year with Your goodness,
And Your paths drip with abundance. Psalm 65:11

Stable age structure
A theory that has been proposed recently is that if an
elephant population is left long enough without artificial
limitation of its numbers, it will eventually attain a state
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Skyhydrant &
UF-Pro

Contraception research.
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Water
Treatment
Products &
Components
- automated strainer systems
for irrigation
- latest pipe clamp solutions
- automated water treatment
systems
- newest water treatment
technologies

For more information call +27 (0) 10 140 3773 or visit:

www.vovaniwater.co.za

Reliable global water solutions for the future
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Frame 2

Natural Framing

This leopard wasn’t too happy with us, so
we kept our distance and respected the fact
that it wanted to hide behind some trees.
Curiosity got the best of the cat, though, as it
decided to give us an inquisitive look through
the branches and enabling me to get this shot
between the two trunks.

Words and photos Samuel Cox

C

omposition is the difference between a snapshot and a photograph. Once you start thinking outside
of the moment and about how to be more effective in representing that moment – this is where the
fun really starts, in my eyes. There are countless tutorials, videos, guides and workshops that deal with
composition within photography, and you’ll see many people advocating rules, such as the rule of thirds,
leading lines, golden spiral and many, many more. All these absolutely have their merits and all photographers
should be familiar with what these techniques can bring to, and often elevate, their photography.
This is all very well said and done, but what happens when your subject requires you to be spontaneous – as is the
case with wildlife? Anyone who has been on safari or spent time with wildlife will know that anything can happen
at any time and that the animals often do exactly the opposite of what you want. Frustrating as that can be, there’s
also a beauty to that. Nature is untamed and we’re there to document what we see and how we see it, adding
our own creative flare to what otherwise is an experience completely out of our hands. We don’t have key lights
that we can position, or props to move in and out of frame. We can’t wait patiently for the perfect lighting or ask a
leopard to go back so we can get another shot. It’s one and done.

Frame 3
On its own, this distant black-backed jackal wasn’t a
particularly good shot, but luckily a giraffe walking in
between us led to this wonderful moment. Timing was
everything as I had to wait for the perfect moment and
hope that there would be clear separation around the
jackal.

So, how do we compose? How do we make our wildlife images more inventive, artistic and eye catching? One
suggestion is that we use what we have on offer: nature itself.
There’s a real desire to want clean and minimalist imagery. To blur out everything and have nothing but our
subject in focus and to have no distracting elements in frame – where attention can’t be led away. But anyone
whose visited the Lowveld knows this is a rarity. Thick bushveld means we need to use the environment to help
tell our stories and frame our subjects, showcasing them as
part of a greater ecosystem as opposed to being separated
from it. With a bit of manoeuvring, those pesky trees and
branches can be lines leading you to your subject or act
as a frame within a frame to draw further attention to that
elusive leopard or that sun rising through a busy horizon.
And let’s not forget other animals. Look for opportunities
where you can. Zoom under legs or in between bodies
to showcase an animal further back, this time with a
living and breathing framing element. It’s great fun and
a real challenge that I urge everyone to put into practice
when frustrations start to arise. We need to embrace
photography as the artform for what it is and keep pushing
boundaries, but ultimately, we need to be realistic with what
we’re working with and showcase it with earnestness and
a bit of creative flare. Give it a try, look for something new
and, as always, happy shooting!
Frame 1
A young leopard was spotted in thick bush, making it
hard to get any sort of clear photograph. A bit of patience
was required, but we were able to get a good line of
sight through a slanted V-shape between tree branches,
framing and making our leopard stand out.
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Frame 4
A bit of a grisly frame, but a hungry lion
crawling inside the carcass of a dead
buffalo led to this intimate close-up.

Frame 5
A male white rhino bathing in mud,
again quite far away and not particularly
interesting as a stand-alone image. That
was until we saw some giraffes and
manoeuvred around them in the hope
of getting this shot – and it worked out!
Giraffes really are life savers when it
comes to framing!
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Frame 6

Ready To Move In.

R 3 600 000 Home to Africa’s Big Game.

R 680 000

An odd frame comprised of two giraffes. I switched to black
and white to put further emphasis on the patterns, and to help
further showcase the lucky lighting that I was treated to, which
helped make the mostly hidden giraffe stand out.

BLYDE WILDLIFE ESTATE

MODITLO BIG GAME ESTATE

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

Paul Buys: 082 552 6568
paulbuys@remax.net

Open plan nice flow between the living, dining room and kitchen. Beautiful large Kitchen Patio
with great mountain views and swimming pool. 4 Bedrooms all with air conditioning. Big Scullery
and laundry. En-suite Bedrooms. Master bedroom lovely bathroom including outside showers.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

Fantastic Value for a 1 HA stand in a Big Game, game reserve and enveloped by 330ha of prime
African bush, is a development with 474 1ha stands, forming part of a 10 000ha conservancy.

R 3 300 000 A CUT ABOVE THE REST!

R 5 700 000

Frame 7
Giraffes to the rescue again, but this time
the composition really helps tell a story
of interaction. This was a simple moment
where two giraffes looked over to a troop
of playful baboons making a lot of noise.
I captured the brief moment when a
baboon playing in the trees looked back
at them. A moment between two species.

RAPTOR’S VIEW WILDLIFE ESTATE

Fully furnished bushveld home boasts 3 luxurious bedrooms all en-suite with outside showers
and an open plan living area all with modern high-quality safari interiors, heated swimming pool,
with an extended deck and boma area.

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

Paul Buys: 082 552 6568
paulbuys@remax.net

OWN YOUR OWN LODGE
Frame 8
A Brown-hooded Kingfisher dwarfed
by the looming presence of an
elephant. Shot with a telephoto lens,
the crushing of the background
meant the elephant would fill the
entire frame and act as a background
framing element, whilst also giving an
amazing sense of scale and fragility
to the tiny Kingfisher. This image
immediately became one of my alltime favourites and the long wait for
the composition was more than worth
it.
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ZANDSPRUIT BUSH & AERO ESTATE

Boasting open spaces, this home has an open plan kitchen and lounge area, four bedrooms,
three bathrooms and a private patio overlooking a sparkling pool. Great value for 4 bedrooms
3 bathrooms.

HOEDSPRUIT WILDLIFE ESTATE

A wonderful opportunity for someone looking for a lodge to rent out and have the option to use
themselves. This Lodge offers future bookings, a website and facebook page, and wifi.

Annie van den Berg: 082 643 3776
annievandenberg@remax.net

R 2 500 000
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A Klaserie rarity

WATER
MONGOOSE

Words Peter Lawson

© Leon Marais

© Duncan McKenzie
© Leon Marais

T

vegetation along the shore in which it can hide. Locality
can be discovered by finding discarded carapaces of
crabs. Otters in the same locality digest the carapace and
small pieces can be found in their droppings. Thus, the
difference can be easily identified.

In the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR), it is likely
to occur along the Olifants and Klaserie Rivers, but may
also be found in other marshy areas where there is dense

Water mongoose are good swimmers, but shallow water
is preferred where they can more easily catch prey items
to feed on. Their diet is carnivorous and consists of crabs,
mussels, snails, frogs, mice, insects, fish and bird’s eggs
and they mainly feed in the hours of darkness. They have
very good eyesight, hearing and sense of smell. This aids

he medium-sized water mongoose, Atilax
paludinosus is nocturnal and secretive. As a result,
it is seldom seen and thus considered to be a
rarity in the reserve and adjoining Kruger National
Park. It is dark brown in colour and has fur that stands
up, making it look larger than it actually is. In total length,
including the tail, it can measure up to 88 cm, but is
generally a bit smaller.
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their nocturnal habits; however, I have seen them on
heavily overcast early mornings and evenings, but very
seldom. If attacked by predators they have an explosive
bark and also discard a foul smell from anal glands as a
deterrent. In addition to this their fur stands up, giving
them a rounded and larger appearance.
Breeding takes place in summer and they may breed
twice per year, producing litters of two to four cubs in
nests made of grass and sticks and hidden in a burrow or
in dense vegetation. Mom looks after them for 11 weeks
after being weaned, which takes just over one month.

She provides solid food for the youngsters and dad takes
no part in this, although families may stay together for
the entire breeding season. When not breeding, they are
generally solitary.
This is a KPNR mammal that indeed would be a megatick on your mammal list, so keep an eye out for it. It is
something truly special to be added.
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he African
Darter, Anhinga
rufa is known as
Snakebird due to
its method of hunting prey
by swimming with its body
below the water and its
head and long snake-like
neck exposed, something
seldom seen in other water
birds. The Afrikaans name
is Slanghalsvoël, which is
most appropriate.
The prey it seeks in this
manner is mainly fish but,
on occasion also frogs.
They are caught under
water in the bill and
brought to the surface to
swallow.
The scientific generic name
Anhinga apparently means
water turkey. They are
good swimmers and have
large, fully-webbed feet and
dive frequently. They are
also strong in flight with
broad wings.
The Darter can be easily
mistaken for a Cormorant
but it is slimmer and has
a long, straight, unhooked
bill. Also, the long neck
is distinctly kinked. This

allows a rapid forward
thrust of the head – hence
the common name of
Darter. Sometimes it is also
mistaken for an African
Finfoot but it does not have
the bright red legs and bill.
They are reasonably
common in the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR) wherever there is
open water on the larger
rivers and dams. Normally
they are singular and can
often be seen sitting on
a perch with wings open,
drying their plumage and
perhaps thermo-regulating.
Their plumage is not as
waterproof as that of
Cormorants.
Darters are silent birds
when not breeding, but
on the nest they make
occasional chack-chackchack notes in series.
Breeding is colonial,
usually in multi-species
heronries. The nest is an
untidy platform of sticks
and vegetable debris, built
in a tree that is standing in
water but well above the
water.

“They are good swimmers and
have large, fully-webbed feet
and dive frequently.”

© Chloë Cooper
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The nest incubation of the eggs and
care of the young is by both sexes.
Both male and female attend to
nest building and they are good
parents. The young birds can swim
well before they can fly and do not
fly until about seven weeks old.
Should danger threaten young
birds when on the nest, they hurl
themselves into the water and dive
out of sight. They work their way
back up into the nest when the
danger is past, using their neck and
wings, as well as feet, for climbing.
They breed at any time of the year.
Finally, one last unusual thing about
Anhingas. Their stomachs have a
peculiar hairy lining. The function
of this is thought to be of use in
straining out fish bones. No doubt
a necessity, as they swallow fish
prey whole.

© Leon Marais
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BUILDING

RESILIENT
communities

T

Words and photos Dianne Tipping-Woods

he Covid-19 pandemic has significantly impacted nature conservation around the
globe, causing job losses among protected area rangers, reduced anti-poaching
patrols and environmental protection rollbacks. This is the conclusion of a collection
of new research papers published by the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) in a special issue of PARKS, the recently published journal of the IUCN World
Commission on Protected Areas.
“While the global health crisis remains priority, this new research reveals just how severe
a toll the Covid-19 pandemic has taken on conservation efforts and on communities
dedicated to protecting nature,” said IUCN Director General, Dr Bruno Oberle.
Meanwhile, feedback from a conservation leadership programme in South Africa’s
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-Natal and North West provinces suggests that efforts to develop
agility and self-belief amongst community and conservation leaders is one way to help
mitigate the devastating effects of the pandemic on conservation, while protecting people’s
health and livelihoods. Environmental Sustainability Agency Chief Executive Officer, Clive
Poultney said: “The men and women we work with are no strangers to hard times. As much
as we need to protect health and livelihoods in the short term, empowered, resilient and
invested stakeholders are just as important for the long-term sustainability of conservation
in these areas.”

Poultney is working with the global leadership development organisation, Common Purpose,
and the Southern African Wildlife College to deliver leadership training to southern African
community and conservation leaders across the boundaries of generation, discipline and
sector, through the African Intergenerational Leadership Hub (AIGLH). Funded by the MAVA
Foundation, the launch of the hub in 2020 coincided with the start of the pandemic, but “the
evident value participants have gained from participating was motivation enough to shift
to online and blended learning approaches where possible,” says Mabule Mokhine, lead
facilitator on the community programmes.
Whether online or in person, a common theme from engagements with community leaders
and conservation leaders over the last year has been that social change very often begins
with opportunities for self-development in individuals with leadership potential. According to
Elsbeth Dixon from Common Purpose, leadership is not something that just exists. “It has to
be nurtured and grown, and leaders need support in their roles. What’s become very clear
through our engagements with both communities and conservation entities is that the kinds
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of conversations we’ve been having are critical to the
future of conservation, and sustainability in the true sense
of the word,” she said.
Community leaders have felt empowered through
their participation on the programme, with participants
from October’s contact sessions with the Kwa-Ximba
community, who own the Mayibuye Game Reserve,
sharing how the programme has impacted them. “When
we started, I was a bit lost, because I thought not all of
us are born to be leaders, but once the facilitators began
to work with us, I realised, I am a leader,” said Wiseman
Mondi Ndlovu.
The hope is that out of these engagements, the leaders
– both young and old – will find innovative approaches
to saving wildlife in their habitats, communities will be
empowered as resilient, invested stakeholders in the
conservation landscape, and threats to human and animal
health created by poaching and the trade in high-risk
species will lessen.
According to Poultney: “There are no easy answers for
conservationists, or people living and working in and
around protected areas. They have seen incomes dwindle
as global travel bans have dried up tourism revenues
and watched as new threats emerge as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic.” At the same time, conservationists
have had to confront the reality of links between poaching
and the illegal trade in wildlife species that are at high risk
of spreading zoonotic diseases. Communities that rely
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on an income from conservation have also been severely
impacted as job losses from reduced tourism revenues
take their toll on food security and further destabilise
already vulnerable livelihoods.
Rachel Golden Kroner of Conservation International, the
lead author of the study on impacts of stimulus packages,
said: “We cannot allow the current crisis to further
jeopardise our natural environment. If we are to build a
sustainable future, rollbacks of environmental protections
must be avoided, and recovery measures need to be
planned in a way that not only avoids negative impacts on
biodiversity but charts a more sustainable and equitable
way forward.”
“It’s with this in mind that our collaboration continues,”
said Poultney, noting that facilitation by Peace Parks
Foundation has enabled all partners to leverage their
various strengths in support of better conservation
practices and outcomes. As the AIGLH enters into the
next round of engagements it’s unclear what the future
holds. “Equipping people to deal with uncertainty and
complexity in a way that supports them and nature,
is what the AIGLH is all about. As a result of their
involvement in this programme, we want conservation
and community leaders to experience a mind shift
in how they perceive themselves and the power of
communication, coupled with the need to collaborate to
resolve complex local issues linked to the environment,”
Poultney concluded.
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W

hen Shanna Sussens got stuck in Pennsylvania in
the USA in early 2020, due to international flight
restrictions, she decided to spend her time doing
good. She had heard from her friend, Sabrina Chielens,
that Eco Children were building another library at a local school and
needed books. So, she devoted her time to collecting books for the
library. Sussens explains: “Organising this book drive was a great
way to spend my unexpected downtime. I hung fliers, posted in
local online groups, and spread the word as much as I could. A lot of
amazing people got involved by donating their books, getting their
businesses involved, rallying their friends and co-workers for books,
supplying vehicles for transport, and fundraising to cover the shipping
costs. It was a big team effort and it’s heartwarming that so many
people happily stepped in to help.”
One year later, 6,550 books have made their way to Hoedspruit,
across the Atlantic Ocean. There was great excitement as the
precious cargo was unloaded at Kgwaditiba Primary School’s library.
Sussens, who is still in the USA, said: “We are all excited to see that
the books arrived and can give children there an opportunity to
expand on their education and imaginations.”
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children, was extremely thankful for
Sussens’ efforts and to everyone who donated books and funds
to get the books to South Africa. “Our literacy programme was
developed to help improve literacy among learners in our local
schools – research has shown that almost 80%
of grade 4 learners in South Africa cannot read
for meaning. We have built seven libraries at local
schools and have seen a marked improvement in
learners’ reading ability thanks to these facilities and
to the reading programmes at the schools,” she said.

Thousands of

books!
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens

In the previous Klaserie Chronicle, we reported on Shanna Sussens who collected 6,550 books
for Eco Children, while being stuck in the USA due to Covid lockdowns. These books arrived at
Kgwaditiba Primary School in August and have found a new home, and a second life, on the
shelves of the school’s library.
050 Spring 2021

Eco Children has built seven libraries at local schools
in the area and filling the shelves in these libraries
with books is an ongoing project. If you have lightly
used or new children’s books that are gathering dust
at your house, please consider donating them to an
Eco Children library. Your donation will have a huge
positive impact on multiple children.
Havenga concluded: “We would like to send a
big shout-out to Shanna and everyone else who
donated, helped to collect and store books, and
assisted in getting the books here. This is proof again
that good things happen when good people work
together and we’re privileged that we can be a part of
projects like this.”
Thank you
Shanna Sussens, Matt Gonzalez, Diane Baron, Melissa Quarles and the Monroe Free Library, Philip Bennett
and the Rotary Club of Oakland, and Geodis Freight Forwarding.
If you would like to donate books or cash for this project, please get in touch at projects@ecochildren.co.za.
Books need to be in English, Sepedi or Tsonga and appropriate for ages 5 to 14 years old.
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THE ECO GARDEN

Circle of
Life

E

co Children Eco Gardens provided many a
wheelbarrow filled to the brim with spinach,
beetroot, tomatoes, onions and more fresh
produce this year. So, after a bit of tender love and
care has gone into the soil, it’s now time to plant seedlings
and start the process all over again.
With spring on our doorstep, learners and teachers have
spent days planting 35,700 seedlings this past month.
Seedlings are propagated on site at schools’ Eco Gardens
which gives learners the opportunity to experience the
process from seed to harvest.
At Kgwaditiba Primary, there were two new keyhole
gardens where seedlings could be planted, after Eco
Village sponsors, The Legacy Experience Foundation, got
their hands dirty and helped build these gardens. CEO
of the Foundation, Derek Macaskill and his family visited
Kgwaditiba in July and Derek, Ashleigh, Amy and Mark
worked for hours with the community, as they built two
new keyhole gardens.
Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children, said they are
thankful for sponsors like The Legacy Experience
Foundation. “Derek and his team have been incredibly
supportive and have helped us expand the Eco Village
project even more. We are privileged to have sponsors
like them, who are always there to help, willing to get their
hands dirty and fighting the good fight,” she said.
The fresh produce from these gardens will be used to
supplement the schools’ feeding schemes and ensure
that learners at the schools receive nutritious lunches
every school day.
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CARE
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens

E

arlier this year, Emily Whiting, a guide at Misava Safari Camp volunteered her time to present
a few lessons at Kgwaditiba Primary School and it went down a treat. Emily, a qualified teacher
originally from the UK, taught the learners and teachers a few simple techniques to keep
everyone more engaged.

Emily has been a guide at Misava for approximately four years and is passionate about combining her
love for guiding with her teaching background. “I believe education is absolutely key in the fight against
poaching and in long-term conservation strategies. Our wildlife will soon be in the hands of the next
generation, and if we don’t impart upon them an understanding and love of nature, why will they want
to conserve it? Furthermore, by enriching the lives of these young people with positive experiences, role
models and a solid education, which underpins the amazing work at Eco Children, we are uplifting them
and helping them not only to want to achieve more for themselves, but giving them the tools to do it,”
she says.
She explains that she’s currently dedicating at least one
full day each leave cycle to on-site teacher training and
helping remotely to create new resources alongside her
guiding work. But, what she’s most excited about is taking
a group of learners and staff on their first ever trip to
the Kruger National Park soon. Says Emily: “This trip has
involved a huge amount of planning and work from all of
us, and I will be training the staff to run the trips in future
by themselves. Going forward, I would like to volunteer
even more time and I’m hoping to eventually expand
my techniques and training to all the schools in the Eco
Children group.”
Emily continues: “So far, everyone I have met has been
so full of enthusiasm. From the teachers to the students,
they are all keen to learn and genuinely grateful for
any help they can get. It has certainly involved a bit of
imagination adapting my teaching strategies from a
fully equipped, big-budget classroom to here, but the
challenge has been far more rewarding. The best thing
about volunteering here is the people! The wonderful,
positive interactions from kids and adults alike – it is
extremely rewarding to be able to help them.”

If you would like to get involved as a volunteer at a local
school in a different capacity at Eco Children, please
contact corne@ecochildren.co.za to find out more.
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Wonderful
women
Women’s Month 2021
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens

Every year, in August, South Africa celebrates Women's Month, where we pay tribute to the more
than 20,000 women who marched to the Union Buildings on 9 August 1956 in protest against the
extension of pass laws to women.

It’s time to

kit-a-kid
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photo Sabrina Chielens

T

he end of the year is fast approaching, which means thousands
of children are preparing for their first day at primary or
secondary school.

However, for many of these children, the thought of going to
school is the cause of stress and embarrassment because their families
simply can’t afford to buy them a school uniform. Imagine having to go to
school in a raggedy, worn-out uniform, the wrong uniform, or no uniform
at all.
That’s where Kit-a-Kid comes in. This project has helped thousands of
children buy their own, new school uniform and make their schooling
experience so much better. The Kit-a-Kid project provides learners with
a full school uniform, consisting of shoes, shorts or a skirt, a shirt and a
jersey. This project is based entirely on donations and one full uniform
costs R350.
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Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children,
explains that learners who receive a
uniform immediately take pride in their
appearance and this reflects in their
school work. “Over the past decade, we
have seen how something as simple as
a school uniform can make a massive
difference to a child’s demeanour and
work ethic. The moment they can get
excited about going to school, instead
of stressed, they start focusing on their
work,” she says.

If you would like to donate to the
Kit-a-Kid project and help a child (or two
or three) to get excited about going to
school, you can get in touch at
projects@ecochildren.co.za or donate on
Eco Children’s GivenGain page
givengain.com/c/ecochildren.
One uniform costs R350.

South Africa’s history is littered with inspiring women, past and present, who stand up for what’s right, care for their
communities and work hard to make things better. Lilian Ngoyi, who helped lead the 1956 protest, Helen Suzman,
Miriam Makeba and Thuli Madonsela are known across the world, but every day, all over the country, millions of women
go to work with the goal of making the world a better place for their families and their communities.
Locally, Eco Children is a prime example of an organisation founded, grown and managed by strong, inspiring women.
It’s women who have driven the organisation to develop to what it is today and influence countless lives in the process.
This Women’s Month, we celebrate the women of Eco Children, those who inspire them, those who are guided by them,
and all the women in our community who make a positive difference every day.
CORNÉ HAVENGA, CEO
Q: WHO ARE THE MOST INSPIRING
WOMEN YOU'VE MET WHILE DOING
ECO CHILDREN WORK AND WHY?
A: Two of our bursary alumni, Cassie
Mnisi and Kwetsimani Mathebula.
They are both vibrant, committed,
hardworking, intelligent, caring
and kind, have overcome great
adversity, and have made the most
of every opportunity that have come
their way. What inspires me most
is that they continue to look for
opportunities to give back and do
good.
Q: WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
LESSON YOU'VE LEARNT FROM A
WOMAN?
A: My mother taught me to
persevere. Life is not easy and we

will face challenges but they do not
define us. It is how we deal with these
challenges that help us grow.
CELIA VAN DER MERWE, PROJECT
MANAGER
Q: MOST INSPIRING ECO CHILDREN
WOMAN?
A: Kwetsimani Mathebula. She
struggled with family matters
but completed her studies with
distinction. She is a strong woman
with a solid foundation and cannot
easily be shaken.
Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON
LEARNT FROM A WOMAN?
A: Kwetsi taught me that, in spite of
any circumstances, where there is a
will there is a way. A positive attitude
will determine your altitude.

LOLO DILEBO, ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATOR AND LIBRARIAN
Q: MOST INSPIRING ECO CHILDREN
WOMAN?
A: Mam Maake, a teacher at
Mapalane Primary and a member of
the library committee. Young as she
is, she is already giving back to the
community.
Q: A WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE A YOUNG GIRLTODAY, TO MAKE
A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE IN THIS
WORLD?
A: Be ambitious to make something
of your life and fight for a brighter
future. Don’t settle for crumbs, fight
for the whole bread.
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NTSAKO MANYIKE, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATOR

Q: MOST INSPIRING ECO CHILDREN WOMAN?
A: Kwetsimani Mathebula’s determination to succeed and
keep reaching her goals is nothing less than remarkable.

Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Take chances, fail and fall, but never let the feeling of
regret or remorse flood your mind. Regret is just a waste
of time.

Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON LEARNT FROM A WOMAN?
A: You have the power to effect change. Choose to do
what you love, choose to pay it forward, choose to change
the pattern, choose to have an impact.
SHIOBAN BENTLEY, MARKETING AND RESEARCH
CONSULTANT
Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON LEARNT FROM A WOMAN?
A: My mother taught me the importance of being true to
yourself and finding perfection in your imperfections.
Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Life is full of constant ups and downs. If you truly want
something, give it your all and make the most of what you
have.

SABRINA CHIELENS, PROJECT SUPPORT AND
PHOTOGRAPHER
Q: MOST INSPIRING ECO CHILDREN WOMEN?
A: Pheladi Matsie and Phindiwe Ngomane, both grade R
teachers at Hloaia Primary School. It is just amazing how
these ladies face over 90 grade R learners every day.
Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Making a difference in this world, starts with yourself.
Don’t hold on to what happened in your past and don’t
expect things around you to change without putting in the
effort yourself.

TSEGOFATSO MKHONTO, ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATOR
ELSIE SEDIBE, TEACHER AT MAKWETŠE
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON LEARNT FROM A WOMAN?
A: Through hard work, patience, self-discipline and
dedication anything is possible.

Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON LEARNT FROM
A WOMAN?
A: Dr Hannah Barnes taught us that patience
and hard work conquer all.

Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: The will to be anything you desire lies within. It’s a
matter of belief, discipline, patience and willingness to
learn.

Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Go for every dream you have.

MASWABI LEWELE, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATOR
Q: MOST INSPIRING ECO CHILDREN WOMAN?
A: Queen Manyike is a young woman who does her level
best in everything she takes on. She motivates by working
hard and in person she's just a sweetheart.

WINKY MOKGOPE, ECO VILLAGE MANAGER
Q: MOST IMPORTANT LESSON LEARNT FROM
A WOMAN?
A: Be gentle in spirit but courageous in
character. Love. A strong woman knows what
she wants but values the little that she has.
Lead by example.

Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Know your worth, value yourself, be the person you
want to be, take responsibility for your own happiness,
and be independent.

Q: ADVICE FOR YOUNG GIRLS?
A: Study because it grows you.
Study because knowledge is power.
Study because they can never take it away
from you.
Study because you want to know more.
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T

he first meals have been cooked in
Kgwaditiba Primary School’s brand
new kitchen. This is the eighth kitchen
built or renovated at local schools by
Eco Children.
When a school is adopted by Eco Children,
they address certain essential infrastructure
issues, like the kitchens where learners’
lunches are prepared. All schools in the area
are part of the government’s feeding scheme
and provide lunches to their learners. For
many learners, this is the only meal they
receive all day, so it has to be nutritious and
prepared in a hygienic facility.
The kitchen at Kgwaditiba was dilapidated and
dangerous to work in, so Eco Children made
the decision to build a brand new kitchen,
with the support of the Jell Foundation.
Construction was completed in July and the
kitchen crew cooked their first meals there
when learners returned after the winter
holidays.

Kgwaditiba is

COOKING
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens
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Eco Children CEO, Corné Havenga says the
ladies working in the kitchen now have access
to running water in the building, gas burners,
clean storage facilities and preparation areas.
“We are overjoyed that we can help provide a
safe and clean facility where learners’ lunches
are prepared. The kitchen ladies can now
do their important work in a safe building,
without having to collect firewood and water
and having to deal with smoke inhalation. We
would like to thank the Jell Foundation for
supporting this project and helping us to make
this happen,” she said.
Spring 2021
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T

he Associated Private Nature Reserve (APNR) GroundHornbill Project (GHP) relies heavily on sightings of the birds
from guides, reserve staff and the general public. Reporting
these sightings may sometimes feel meaningless, but each
report is completely invaluable to both our research and the national
monitoring of the species.
Each time a sighting is reported with a location, it is inserted into
our database and mapped. This allows us to gain an understanding
of the different groups within the area, their group sizes, group
compositions, as well as their movements and home ranges.
Additionally, these sightings often provide us with information on the
breeding status of the groups and help us determine whether or not
to install artificial nests. However, in order to do this, we need a lot
of data! Data that is impossible to gather without the help of citizen
scientists.
Citizen science has become increasingly popular over recent years
and is recognised as an effective tool in research and conservation,
while simultaneously involving and connecting the general public to
important scientific questions.
The GHP is currently embarking on a new and important research
question by investigating how the birds will cope in a rapidly warming
climate. This research will contribute towards the bigger picture of
how Ground-Hornbills as well as other bird species might respond to
climate change, and where our conservation efforts should be aimed.
There are two broad angles from which we are looking at this.
Firstly, using the project’s long-term data, we can analyse the role
which temperature plays in their breeding success, and whether
the fact that they are social animals allows them to buffer the harsh
conditions and breed successfully. Secondly, we can use behavioural
observations to see at what temperatures the birds tend to change
their behaviours. For example, on hot days, birds may need to spend
more time in the shade of trees to cool down, and therefore are
disadvantaged by missing out on foraging opportunities. If there
are increasingly hot days over a prolonged period, this could have a

RESEARCH

negative impact on the birds’ overall condition
and could deter them from breeding in
that season. Even if breeding does occur,
increasingly hot days could result in the
nestlings within the nest receiving less
food since parents and helpers will need to
spend more time cooling down and feeding
themselves, rather than gathering food and
feeding their offspring.
Birds are amazing creatures and have several
ways in which they can thermoregulate. They
can drop their wings to increase air flow over
the skin; they can open their beaks to pant;
and of course, they can move to shaded areas
and up into trees to get away from the hot
ground surface. However, in order to see how
the changing climate might affect them, we
need to know at what temperatures these
behaviours begin to happen.
To date, we have been using the photos and
videos the project has collected, but we are
now looking at using citizen science to gather
additional footage of the birds and we urge
anyone who has footage of the birds (photos
and especially videos) to please send them
to us. It is important to include the date, time
and the general location where the photo
or video was taken. By doing this, you will be
helping us create a robust study and provide
a platform for us to base future conservation
efforts on this species and others.

“ The GHP is currently
embarking on a new
and important research
question by investigating
how the birds will cope in a
rapidly warming climate.”
We need your help

How citizen science can help
Words Kyle-Mark Middleton and Carrie Hickman
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The APNR Ground-Hornbill Project are
calling on citizen scientists to report
sightings of this bird.
If you see a Ground-Hornbill, take a
photo or video and record the date,
time and location of sighting. Email
this to nghututu@gmail.com or
WhatsApp it to (+27)72
3452021
6584. 063
Spring
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MONGOOSES

AND MAN-MADE NOISE
Words and photos Dr Julie Kern

L

ife in the bush is much more than seeing the Big Five. It’s an assault on all of your senses as you sniff
the potato bush, look up at the Milky Way, sip an ice-cold beer, and hear those evocative sounds. But
the soundscape you know and love is changing as a result of man-made or anthropogenic noise.

With urbanisation, expanding road networks and mining operations, man-made noise is almost
everywhere. Chances are that you’ve noticed even here, especially during these cold winter mornings when
sound travels further. If you find the noise distracting your early-morning rusk-dunking routine, you’re
not alone. Researchers in the Hoedspruit area have discovered that man-made noise also disrupts the
behaviour of one of our most charismatic small mammals, the dwarf mongoose.
Located on Sorabi Rock Lodge, the Dwarf Mongoose Research Project is a collaboration between the
University of Bristol in the UK, and the University of Pretoria. Celebrating its 10th anniversary last month,
the project focuses on several research areas, including the impacts of man-made noise in the wild. Using
playback experiments (a tried-and-tested research technique where sound, in this case R40 traffic noise,
is broadcast from a loudspeaker), the team have recorded behavioural changes across many aspects of
mongooses’ daily lives.
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Traffic noise disrupts foraging behaviour, with foragers
regularly interrupting their search for insect prey to check
for predators instead. It also increases sentinel behaviour,
with individuals more likely to stop foraging altogether
and climb a termite mound or rock to look out for danger.
This build-up of lost foraging time could put individuals
at risk of an energy deficit, a serious threat for smaller
animals.
Watching dwarf mongooses, you’ve probably noticed how
much they “talk” to each other, but in noisy conditions,
verbal communication also takes a hit. Individuals can’t
hear others as easily and appear to miss the quiet calls
given by sentinels. Normally, these calls let the rest of the
group know that someone’s on guard, allowing foragers
to focus on their task at hand and leave predatorspotting to the sentinel. Even loud calls are affected, with
mongooses less likely to run for cover when they hear
their own or tree squirrel alarm calls during traffic noise.

Traffic noise also changes how mongooses
respond to smell. Normally, mongooses
behave very differently when they come across
predator scat compared to herbivore dung –
as you’d expect, they’re more likely to interact
with predator scat, become more alert and stay
near a safe refuge. In traffic noise, however, this
distinction disappears. Dwarf mongooses are
less likely to find and interact with predator scat,
aren’t more observant and don’t stay near a
safe refuge, potentially putting them in danger.
Awareness of the negative impacts of manmade noise on many species is growing. But it’s
not all bad news. Unlike some pollutants, noise
pollution stops as soon as the noise does. So
next time you’re watching wildlife, switch off the
engine.
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s a potential Kruger National Park (KNP) tourist,
you may self-drive into an elephant sighting.
Depending on your view and the type of sighting,
they may keep your attention for an hour. If it
is only a group of young bulls and not a family unit with
all the intricacies of family life and the delightful elephant
babies to observe, you would probably leave the sighting
sooner.
You may have noticed a collar on one on or two of the
bulls, especially in the southern region of the KNP. As
you watch them peacefully feed and rhythmically flapping
their ears, you would never have guessed where these
bulls have been. You would never know what incredible
institutional knowledge is locked within their brains and
the paths that these collared elephants are courageously
forging.
Tracking the storytellers
Since 2018, with the help of National Administration of
Conservation Areas (ANAC), the Mozambique Wildlife
Alliance (MWA), Saving the Survivors, and our donors, we
collared a number of elephants outside of the protected
areas in southern Mozambique. The collaring operations
were conducted by our dedicated colleagues, Drs Carlos
Lopes Pereira, Joao Almeida, Hugo Pereira and Hagnesio
Chiponde, and have revealed some extraordinary
journeys.
While the corridor-moving elephants of Mozambique
have been mapping the connectivity of a larger
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landscape with their tracks; on the other side of the
globe, 15 Asian elephants have wandered 500 km
north from Xishuangbanna, a nature reserve in China’s
southwestern province of Yunnan, toward an unknown
destination. There the local government has deployed
14 drones and some 500 people to keep the herd
safe. Eight people act as constant bodyguards, tracking
them 24 hours a day and ensuring that they are led
away from densely populated areas by providing over
two tonnes of elephant food where needed. State TV
has been following their every move with the hashtag
#WhyElephantsTrekkingNorth viewed more than 16
million times on Weibo. Drone footage of them sleeping
has attracted 200 million views per day.
Our own bachelor herd of over 10 trailblazing elephants
have trekked without any fanfare nearly 200 km across
the unfenced landscape of southern Mozambique after
first resting in the Kruger National Park over high summer.
Like their Asian counterparts, they have crossed busy
roads, densely human dominated areas, commercial
farmlands, mines and subsistence croplands, mostly
under the cover of darkness and at high speeds. In 2020,
they came some 8 km short of reaching the Futi corridor
before being chased back by gunfire, as they have not left
subsistence crops and dams untouched in their wake.
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COLLARED

ELEPHANTS:

THE STORY TELLERS OF CONNECTED LANDSCAPES

Words Michelle Henley

This year they are on the same route again and we hope
that they will be able to join with the unique coastal
elephant population of Maputo Special Reserve (MSR).
Last year’s journey saw the tracks of the MSR family units
that we had collared in 2019 overlap with those of the
bulls. The path finding
bulls have thus uniquely
linked the Great
Limpopo Transfrontier
Conservation Area
to the Lubombo
Transfrontier
Conservation Area.
Declared Transfrontier
Conservation Areas
have gone a long way
to assist with the large
spatial requirements
of elephants across
international borders
but these bulls are
showing us that our
thinking is still too small.

Resting Asian elephants captured on drone camera on their 500km journey across
China – credit China Central Television.
Dr Joao Almeida (ANAC) collaring a bull named Swazi who has been caught red-handed crop-raiding.
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Elephant-human conflict
The corridor moving elephants in
Mozambique often confront subsistence
farmers, resulting in crop-raiding events
which exaserbate the hardship many of
these poverty stricken people deal with due
to seasonal droughts and floods. A profound
understanding of elephants’ movements and
spatial requirements is thus needed, as well
as the socio-economic needs of the people
that have to share land with elephants.
Elephants Alive, with the help of the Elephant
Crisis Fund and Jamma International, have
recently deployed a Rapid Resonse Unit (RRU)
to assist with the safety of people and their
assets by distributing mitigation toolboxes
ahead of time to keep the elephants away
from crops.
Antonio Alverca spearheads the RRU,
together with Antonia Cumbana and
Freis Mabuto, and are real-time elephant
shepherds. This reactive mitigation strategy
will be bolstered by a longer term plan to
promote human-elephant coexistence in
corridors identified by collared elephants
and owned by the relevant communities so
that people’s livelihoods become compatible
with the conservation outcomes planned for
corridor areas.
The cultivation of elephant unpalatable crops
in conflict zones based on the experience
gained from the proof of concept project
conducted in South Africa and in collaboration
with the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit
will ensure the supplementation of existing
incomes by means of crops unattractive
to elephants but with a market value.
Concurrently, greater food security of crops
readily eaten by elephants will be on offer
due to their protection via beehive fences
and broad barriers of unpalatable crops.
We have already gained the support of the
Elephant Crisis Fund, the Oak Foundation,
Jamma International and the Kate Sanderson
Bequest Fund for the long-term plans
in Mozambique, while the Tanglewood
Foundation, the Lions Share and the Rufford
Foundation have financed the demonstration
bee- and crop gardens in South Africa.
Collecting stories
I watch the collared bull move slowly and
deliberately in southern Kruger. There
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The trailblazing route of the collared bulls, linking three
zones of intense-use via corridor routes with the Futi
corridor.
is a mischievous glint in his amber eye, which almost gives away
his secrets of great journeys and dangerous adventures. Actively
feeding in the open in Kruger does not tell you about his high-speed
nocturnal forays in Mozambique to get what he needs after hiding
out in thick bush during the day along his journey to the coast.
When you next watch a collared elephant, think about the storyboxes they carry around their neck. From their collars, we download
the routes to their networks of paths that cover great distances.
Often the elephants will line their movement corridors with seeds
they ingested in Kruger. These grow into tall trees, like flags mapping
their routes of adventure. Their big bodies and institutional memories
of far-off places are not made for small enclosures or fences. They
will push our boundaries. They will keep at it until we pay attention.
They will remind us how big our conservation planning should be.
They will stretch our imagination. They will keep trying our patience if
our thinking is too small.
Eventually, you will understand what they are trying to tell you. When
you see that vista of a large elephant framed minutely against the
background of true wilderness, both you and the elephants will know
you have arrived and the journey was worth the strife.
Spring 2021
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HIPPO FIGHT
Territorial Warfare
Words and photos Emily Whiting

R

enowned for being one of the most dangerous animals in Africa, it comes as a surprise to many that the
hippopotamus is usually a fairly placid creature. Naming amicable whales and playful porpoises amongst
their closest living relatives, hippos most often spend their daylight hours sedately resting in a lake or river.
At night, once the harsh African sun has dipped below the horizon, they venture onto land to graze along
well-trodden routes.
This strange nocturnal behaviour came about as the cooler temperatures after dark are kinder on their rubber-like
skin. In a throwback to their ancestors, a hippo’s skin dehydrates quickly and is unable to sweat. Instead, it secretes
a reddish substance from large pores which acts as a sunscreen and skin ointment and has led to fables of hippos
being able to “sweat blood”.
At Klaserie Drift Safari Camps we are fortunate to be situated close to a resident raft of hippo in a local dam. It is
always a favourite coffee stop to watch them serenely bob up and down on the water’s surface and give off the
occasional high-pitched snort. Seeing them so peaceful like that, you would be forgiven for mistaking them as
completely harmless.
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Occasionally, however, something disturbs the hippo’s
watery home and unleashes the beast beneath. Hippos
are notoriously protective of their territory, with males
laying claim to any females that reside in their aqueous
abode. Any sexually mature males are quickly cast out by
the dominant bull, with violent clashes often ending in
horrific injuries for the loser. Sparring intensifies further in
the dry season, as pools begin to shrink and these waterdwelling giants are forced closer and closer together.
On one such occasion this winter, we arrived at the dam
anticipating a moment to stretch our legs and enjoy
the tranquil stillness of nature. What transpired was
something entirely different. At first it was an eerie sort of

SIGHTINGS

quiet; the hippos were all submerged deep underwater
and even the birds weren’t singing their morning ballads.
All of a sudden, two gigantic heads launched out of the
water and thrashed themselves together mere metres
from our vehicle. In that moment, the sheer vastness of
their 1,500 kg bodies armoured with 50 cm long tusks
became blatantly apparent.
Splashing, grunting and heaving with all their might, the
two bulls flung themselves in the air, their mouths agape,
attempting to shove or bite the other into submission.
Clearly, this was a case of territorial warfare. For an hour
or more, we watched completely enthralled as they
charged at each other again and again, tracking their

course around the entire dam. The deafening
roar-like grunts and snorts elevated the mood
into a new level of intensity that alarmed even
the other hippos in the water. A few females,
and even a youngster, attempted to get involved
by side-charging the challenger – a classic
female tactic that contrasts to the males’ headon approach. But nothing deterred these two
behemoths from their mission. Neither was
willing to submit to the other.
Finally, as the morning sun crept higher in the
sky and with no end in sight to this incredible
spectacle, we tore ourselves away. Elated and
invigorated at our good fortune, our smiles lasted
all the way back to camp and into breakfast.
A phenomenal morning shared with one of
Africa’s iconic giants.
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“The clan is curious
now, there is no scent
of blood, no signs of a
fresh kill. They circle
the pack, sniffing,
cackling, pushing
between them.”

SIGHTINGS

L

ate afternoon, the gentle winter sun throws
shadows across the road, the heat of the day
is beginning to subside. It’s been months since
you saw them last: wild dogs. A light breeze
carries their scent, an unmistakeable smell, not
altogether pleasant. You strain your eyes to catch
a glimpse of what lies in the shadows. Dispersed in
the grass, silent but for the occasional flick of a large,
round ear, the flash of a white tipped tail, a glimpse
of orange glowing eyes, a pattern of black, white,
and brown that blends perfectly into the winter
landscape.
The clan
She has been walking for kilometres, nose to the
breeze, keeping a steady pace as she searches for
her next meal. Spots that blend and merge with the
greying colours of the bush. Sharp eyes that miss
not a single detail. She pauses as the scent hits, she
knows this scent, it means food. She will follow this
scent. Hyenas are opportunistic and this is not an
opportunity to be missed. She lets out a whoop, loud
and distinctive. The others will hear her.
The pack

Packvs
Clan

The pack lies in the shadows still, their alpha is
heavily pregnant, she will need to den soon. They
have been moving slowly, taking their time so as
not to overexert her. Waiting for the heat of the day
to die before moving on. The sun is dipping below
the horizon, light quickly fading. Suddenly, heads
snap up out of the grass; ears and eyes alert as dark
shapes emerge from the grass. The hyenas have
found them.
The clan is curious now, there is no scent of blood,
no signs of a fresh kill. They circle the pack, sniffing,
cackling, pushing between them. Nerves on edge,
excitement builds, the pack begins to move,
individuals group together. Pushing the hyenas
back. Chattering and squealing fills the evening
air as groups break off. A chase follows. Flashes of
white and spots. Chaos and dust. The hyenas are
outnumbered. Just as quickly as it began, in the blink
of an eye, it ends.
The clan, having found no food, melt back into the
night, keeping their distance. Watching and waiting.
When the pack begins to move, they will follow.

Words and photos Rebecca Rowles
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hannon turned a childhood passion for animals into a career both
in front of and behind the lens of some of the industry’s most
sophisticated camera gear. In magician-like fashion, she’s filmed
polar bears on ice, the black panther of India, the Komodo dragon of
Indonesia, lemurs of Madagascar, and Kruger National Park’s very own white
lions. She’s an Australian whose heart has been captured by Africa, and she
captivates auditoriums full of people with real-life stories of working with
wildlife in a career that once almost killed her.

AT HOME IN THE

Words Chloë Cooper | Photos supplied by Shannon Wild

Her enchanted audience has followed her journey from YouTube to the big screen of National
Geographic, but what we learned from this extraordinarily driven woman of the wild, is that she’s
a sun-loving, coffee-guzzling, cat mom who makes mean roast potatoes and has an enormously
generous heart. From filming natural history documentaries to creating a jewellery brand that
supports wildlife, Shannon Wild’s forged a brand that is synonymous with conservation.

In honour of Women’s Month, meet Shannon Wild, whose photographic
work stands out among the best and whose support of wildlife charities is
making a difference in our very own conservation community.

Q: STARTING WITH A TWO FOR
ONE: WHERE DID YOU GROW
UP AND WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST
PET?
SW: I grew up in a few places in
Australia. Far North Queensland,
South East Queensland on the
Gold Coast, and then out west
on a farm – all by the age of 13.
I remember always having cats
and dogs growing up. Once, while
living on the farm, there was a
lamb and also some little pet
turtles I’d found in a nearby dam
that was drying up.
Q: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
YOURSELF AS A KID?
SW: Shy and completely
fascinated by animals and
dinosaurs. I would spend hours
observing lizards and chasing
bugs.
Q: WHERE IS THE MOST
SCENICALLY REMARKABLE PLACE
YOU’VE BEEN?
SW: I’ve had the great fortune of
seeing many incredible places that
makes this question quite difficult.
Madagascar certainly comes to
mind when you say the word
remarkable. It’s truly mind blowing
and is home to some of the most
incredible and unique wildlife on
earth! I’ve documented fossa, indri
and so many other species of
lemur, panther chameleons and
all sorts of lizards and snakes. It’s
a magical place.
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Q: YOU’VE AUTHORED
THREE BOOKS, ARE
AN ACCOMPLISHED
INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER,
AWARD-WINNING
PHOTOGRAPHER, WILDLIFE
CINEMATOGRAPHER,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
REPRESENTATIVE, JEWELLERY
DESIGNER, CAT MOM, AND
YOU’VE GOT A BACKGROUND
IN GRAPHIC DESIGN. WHAT
IS THE BIGGEST MOTIVATION
FOR ALL YOUR INCREDIBLE
WORK?
SW: I think at my core I’m very
driven, so if I’m interested in
something then I’m in 150
percent. I’ve always been
passionate about wildlife, so
even when I was working as a
graphic designer I looked for
ways to be involved with wildlife
care. I became a registered
wildlife carer to rescue and
rehabilitate local wildlife,
with a focus on reptiles. After
discovering photography as
a creative outlet, I focused
my energy on learning and
practicing as much as possible
to shift my career into it. I tend
not to do things by halves,
which can be really great from
an achievement perspective but,
I’m also learning, not that great
from a health perspective. As
I get older, and have suffered
some pretty severe burnouts,
I’m learning to take things
slower and enjoy the process
more.

Q: WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST BIG
CAREER MOMENT?
SW: Working with National
Geographic was definitely a big
milestone and something
I could have only dreamed of
as a kid growing up, poring
over their documentaries and
being inspired and educated by
their magazines. To go on and
do speaking tours with them is
something I think my younger
self would never believe. As
a shy kid who was terrified of
public speaking and now doing
live events in theatres filled with
2,500 people is mind blowing
to me.
Q: WHO IS YOUR WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION HERO?
SW: Jane Goodall definitely
stands out for me. I remember
watching films on her incredible
work as a young girl and being
inspired seeing a woman
working in the wild in what
was, and still is, such a maledominated field.
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Q: WILD IN AFRICA®, YOUR
JEWELLERY BRAND THAT
DONATES TO 12 DIFFERENT
WILDLIFE CHARITIES, WAS BORN
OUT OF A PLACE OF AN ALMOST
FATAL HEALTH CRISIS FOR YOU.
HOW HAS YOUR ATTITUDE
TOWARDS THE WORK-LIFE
BALANCE CHANGED SINCE
THEN?
SW: I’m thrilled to say we’re
currently working with our 13th
collaboration. On a mental level,
I know I need to pace myself
more to avoid burnout, but my
personality is so driven that it
often overrides my logic. But
I am slowly learning to pace
myself a bit more. I’m certainly
more conscious of finding
balance, since I worked myself
almost to death and pushed my
body through illness for years.
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Unfortunately, it took my body
completely shutting down for
me to stop for a while, but after
being bedridden for six months I
was desperate to do something
to give back to conservation,
even if it meant not being able
to physically be in the field with
a camera. That’s where Wild In
Africa® - Bracelets for Wildlife was
born. I’m still trying to manage
the health challenges that are
a legacy of that burnout but
I'm happy to say I’m still able
to do what I love, documenting
wildlife, as well as building Wild In
Africa® into a brand that makes
a tangible contribution to wildlife
conservation.
Q: IF YOU COULD CHOOSE A
SPECIES OR ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR
TO FEATURE IN YOUR NEXT
FILM, WHICH WOULD IT BE?
SW: I’d really love to document
jaguar hunting caiman in the
Pantanal in South America. I find
it absolutely fascinating behaviour
and such an incredible show of
strength and technique that the
jaguar has mastered to overcome
such a strong adversary.
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Q: WHAT DO YOU MISS MOST
ABOUT AUSTRALIA AND WHAT
DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT
AFRICA?
SW: : To be honest I miss the
efficiency of Australia. I grew up in
a country where in general things
work as they’re supposed to, and
efficiently. Moving to Africa was
definitely an adjustment! There
always seems to be unforeseen
challenges here, even for the
most basic of things. But, after
living here for almost a decade
I’m still completely in love with
Africa. Its wildlife and landscapes,
its diversity and cultures and
even its challenges make it a truly
incredible and visceral place to
call home.
Quickfire round
White lion or black
panther?
Black Panther
A year in the Amazon or
Indonesia?
Amazon (because I’ve spent
quite a bit of time in Indonesia)
Book or podcast?
Podcast
Amethyst or Obsidian?
Obsidian
Vitamin C or Vitamin D?
Vitamin D, give me that
sunshine!
Reptiles or cats?
Chloë, why are you so mean
to me?! This is an impossible
question, but as a cat mumma I
choose cats.
Roast potatoes or braai-ed
marshmallows?
Potatoes!
Sea sand or desert sand?
Desert sand, while looking for
reptiles.
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The Discovery Sport is carefully crafted for your craving for more. From its modern
grille design and Matric LED headlamps that add to its demanding presence, to its
exhilarating capabilities built to push the boundaries, this SUV truly is fit for every
lifestyle. Get ready to discovery how an inspiring combination of refined Land Rover
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to challenge the ordinary.
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